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ABSTRACT

Digital impromptu explores ways of bridging the gap between design thinking and

production by integrating design parameters and materiality in a nonlinear interactive

platform.

Digital impromptu aims to bring back aspects of artisanal free-hand making into

real-time digital prototyping with digital fabrication machinery like robotic arms.

We seek to diminish the separation between design and fabrication by replacing

step-by-step linear processes with adaptive design decision-making feedback loops in

real time.
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Introduction

- Nature

As digital tools are becoming the prevailing mode of architectural design and fabrication,

there is a necessity for developing hybrid design contexts that integrate currently

separate steps of design to the fabrication process.

Complex structures in nature, such as termite mounds, ant nests or beehives, are not

pre- designed, but they are rather the result of ongoing local interactions between insect

builders with each other and with the environment.

This indirect communication among the swarm builders is called stigmergy. In such a

design and construction platform, the environment becomes the medium of interaction

where collective action is a consequence of a previous change in the environment. One

could say that the architecture is alive and constantly evolving to adapt to momentary

changes and local design decisions of its inhabitants.

- Construction Industry

In contrast, current building systems are rigid, therefore making design changes during

the construction phase difficult. Once the building is erected, it becomes a static

element, indifferent to the surrounding environment and is slowly decaying.

Construction waste is a major problem in today’s world. Moving away from linear

economy towards circular economy, in which materials are being kept in use rather than
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recycled or thrown away, requires adaptability in design and construction throughout the

life cycle of the building (Morlet, 2020)

Not only after the construction, but also during construction, there is a need for the

ability to apply change. Current solutions revolve around reducing the need for change

by integrating all of the building information using BIM-based design. Nevertheless,

change is inevitable and change management is an active topic of research and debate

(Juszczyk, 2016). Additionally, In “BIM’s complexity and Ambiguity: BIM v. Paper

Architecture”, Flanagan draws attention to the ineptitude of current BIM environments in

incorporating design processes and designer’s intent. The rigidity and overcomplexity in

the platform prevents the designer from making meaningful revisions. Overly articulated

3D BIM models provoke linearity in design and broaden the separation between design

and construction. On the contrary, the architecture that emerges from nonlinear

processes is alive and can adjust itself in real-time to changes in design amidst

fabrication.

- Design Methodologies

The separation between design and fabrications is escalating not only in the

construction industry, but also in the realm of design thinking methodologies and

pedagogy. With the rise of digital technologies, the geometrical tools changed from

Alberti’s notational designs to a digital information model. In many cases, digital

technologies has enabled the designers to get closer to the pre-Albertian artienal way of

design In other cases their interaction with the object of design occurs within a digital
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environment transforming the object into an information model, rather than a tangible

object. (Carpo, 2011)

The prevailing approach to digital fabrication technology encourages the designer to

perfect the design within the 3D modelling software. Regardless of whether it is a 3D

printer, CNC machine, or a robotic arm, it leaves little room for any modifications or

adjustments once the start button on the machine is pressed. Iteration remains a

possibility but remaking a prototype can take hours or days, and the final object itself

even longer.

In addition, current digital technology frontloads human expression and confines the

design to a representation within a scale-free incorporeal setting. Ideally, we would be

able to hand-sketch with CAM machines and use them the same way as a potter would

use a pottery wheel or a carpenter would use hammers and chisels. When we are

interacting with the tangible object of design, thinking and making evolve

simultaneously. Handcrafting with the tangible object of design extends thinking and

exploration. Moreover, the material instead of a digital model only adds another

dimension of generative explorations and spontaneity to the design thinking.

In short, the goal of this research is to explore ways of bridging the gap between

thinking, design and production within the context of digital design and fabrication. We

aim to bring back materiality and the spontaneous variability of artisanal hand making

manipulations to digital processes. We believe that being able to apply change in real

time during the fabrication process is necessary, whether the context is early
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prototyping or final construction, and whether the goal is to apply design decisions or to

fix errors.
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Precedents

There is a growing interest in using digital fabrication workflows and machinery,

especially robotic arms, in architecture and the creative arts. As robotic arms become

more available to designers and fabricators in open fabrication spaces, like fablabs,

designers seek new modes of interaction with them. Robotic arms usually come with

two modes of operation mechanisms: manual operation using a physical controller like

the joystick on the flex pendant or offline code-based operation in which each

movement is pre-programmed.

It hasn’t been long since robotic arms are finding their place within the creative industry.

Their complex interaction software platforms are best suited for highly-controller

industrial environments where they need to perform high precision repetitive work

(Braumann, 2015). Therefore, the most common mode of interaction with them has

been through “offline programming” in an “automatic mode”. In such instances, the

toolpath code is generated and simulated for any errors prior to running,leaving no

possibility for making any changes once the code starts execution. Although this has

been the case in most of the robotic fabrication practices within art and architecture as

well, recent research explores new modalities of interaction to better suit the designers’

needs in addition to introducing new design opportunities.

Robotic programming tools such as KUKA PRC (Braumann and BrellÇokcan, 2011),

HAL Robotics (Schwartz, 2013), or TacoABB (Elashry and Ruairi, 2014) have made it

easier for designers to integrate their design with the robotic simulation and control
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within Grasshopper3D, the widely known and used VPL (visual programming language)

for architects and designers. These tools omit the need for manual file transfer, but still

they do not offer real-time bi-directional interaction with the robot. On the other hand,

Robot Ex Machina provides a real-time programming framework that can interact with

different robot brands with text-based easy-to-use verbal commands (Garcia del

Castillo, 2019).

It is also important to discuss the mode of communication with the robot, e.g. the

language whereupon the communication occurs. Any interaction falls under verbal or

non-verbal communication. Verbal language can be vocal or written. Text-based

communication is the dominant method of interaction with robotic arms in the form of

high-level or low-level code. Needless to say, even high-level text-based communication

software programs like ExMachina can be difficult to use for non-coders and

counter-intuitive for designers.

Non-written and non-verbal communication may be the preferred or even the only

sensible way of communication in many human-robot interaction scenarios, especially

in arts and creative activities. In “Human-robot jazz improvisation”, Shimon, the

marimba player robot improvises by listening to and observing the gesture of the human

piano player (Hoffman, 2010). Artist and researcher, Sougwan Chung and her robotic

collaborators draw and paint together in real-time and communicate using visual

observation of each other's movements (Chung, 2019).
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Continuing on the notion of dynamic robotic fabrication in Robosense 1.0 (Moorman et

al., 2016) and Robosense 2.0 (Bilotti et al., 2018) we aim to explore ways in which a

real-time interactive system promotes generative design workflows by integrating

thinking, design and making. We test several modalities of interaction including simple

visual clues (easily detectable markers), body joint detection, gesture recognition and

using controllers in different modes of creation like 2D drawings, 3D light printings, foam

cutting, and clay extrusion. We introduce interactive design intervention to different

parameters of design like style, geometry, form, and parameters that are specific to the

design context, intervention intent, tools, and material in each experiment.
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Methods

We conducted 8 experiments with different interaction scenarios and design strategies

to showcase the wide range of possibilities and the novel generative results that our

co-creative interactive workflow offers.

In experiments 0 through 4 we use an ABB IRB 120. In experiments 5 and 6, we add

another ABB IRB 120 to the workflow to show how two or multiple robots would

cooperate with each other and the designer. In the final experiment, we use Sulla, an

ABB IRB 4600 for showing an architectural implementation of a series of ornamental

blocks.

We use Robot Ex Machina for all of the experiments. Experiments 0, 1 and 7 use the

Machina plugin within Grasshopper3D and the rest of the experiments use

Machina-python (Bidgoli, 2018).

Table 1 shows a summary of the conducted experiments. Later in this chapter, we go in

depth into each one of the experiments.
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Setup Interaction
tool

Interaction
effect

Context Change
parameters

Material Design Goal

Exp. 0 One ABB
IRB 120

fiducial
markers

Following the
marker path

No context Marker
location

Marker Free-hand 2D
drawing

Exp. 1 One ABB
IRB 120

fiducial
markers

Changing the
linetype and
the style of
the drawing

Portrait
points

Marker
Differentiation

Marker 2D Portrait
drawing

Exp. 2 One ABB
IRB 120

Body joint
recognition

Changing
style and

geometry of
the drawing

Predefined
Toolpath

Light color,
points position
in the toolpath

Light
source

3D light
printing of a

simple
toolpath

Exp. 3 One ABB
IRB 120

Body joint
recognition

Changing
style and

geometry of
the drawing

Predefined
Toolpath

Layer and
points scale of

the toolpath

Light
source

3D light
printing of

Utah teapot

Exp. 4 One ABB
IRB 120

Gesture
recognition

Toolpath and
shape

creation

Local
context -

predefined
shapes

Toolpath -
Relative

position of the
TCP

Light
source

2D light
printing

Exp. 5 Two ABB
IRB 120

Body joint
recognition

Color change
based on

each robot’s
contribution

Predefined
Toolpath

Speed of
each robot

Light
source

Collaboration
and task

completion in
a 2D light
printing

Exp. 6 Two ABB
IRB 120

Body joint
recognition

Changing the
geometry of

the cut
surface

Predefined
Toolpath

Speed of
each robot,
wire heat

Foam Collaboration
in fabrication
of impromptu
foam objects

Exp. 7 One ABB
IRB 4600

MIDI
controller

Changing
style and

geometry of
the 3D print

Predefined
Toolpath

Layer offset
on xy, Layer
translation

along x, y, z,
TCP speed

Clay 3D printing
Ornamental
Cylindrical

bricks

Table 1
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- Experiment 0 (Free-hand drawings)

Experiment 0 is a freehand collaborative drawing in collaboration with the robotic arm in

which the robot follows the designer’s hand movement. In order to locate the hand’s

position and its movement, we decided to use fiducial markers, as they are easily

detectable by an RGB camera.

The squared fiducial markers that we used are from the ArUco open source library.

Using a calibrated camera, one can estimate the pose of the camera with respect to the

markers and therefore calculate the space.  ArUco markers are easy to set up, as they

are already implemented in the openCV library and there are fewer false detections.
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Figure 1 : Left: ArUco marker #32 corners and orientation from 50_4X4 dictionary, Right top:
ArUco dictionary 50_4X4, Right bottom: Markers and their orientation detection by the camera
in our our project setup

The camera detects the position of the ArUco markers in the workspace. Four markers

are placed on the corners of a known predefined rectangular shape that defines the

workspace. Based on the known information, including size of the markers, the distance

between them, and the fact that all of them are on the same plane, we are able to

calculate the homography / projection matrix of the camera. We used this projection

matrix to correct the perspective translation of the image and calculate the exact

position of the moving marker in relation to our predefined rectangular workspace. Then

the marker position is calculated in the robot’s world space and the movement

command is sent to the robot. Figure 2 shows the explained setup.
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Figure 2 : Different elements of the setup, including the robot arm, camera, and the predefined
rectangular workspace showing the four corner ArUco markers

For the software we use the Python programming language and several libraries

including open cv and aruco for computer vision, and socket library for sending

information to Grasshopper3D. The calculated position of the moving marker is sent in

text format to Grasshopper3D using a UDP connection made available by the Firefly

(Payne, 2013) plugin. This position is translated to the robot’s world space and the

MoveTo() command of the Machina plugin sends the command to the robot. Figure 3

shows the data flow.
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Figure 3: Data flow

The final collaborative drawing is a freehand sketch that is the result of the human

guiding the robot’s movement in real-time, using a simple marker. This type of

interaction is easy and intuitive and can be compared to a human to human interaction.

An example is a teacher showing a student how to draw a line and asking them to

mimic the movement. Figure 4 shows the final drawing and the process.
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Figure 4 : Experiment 0, process and the final result

In this experiment, we successfully built the framework of a visual interaction between

the human and the robot and managed to create a 2D drawing piece by computing the

exact position of the designer’s movement in space. However, the design intent here is

unclear. There is too much freedom in the system making us question the reasoning

behind using the robot in the first place. In other words, there is no design context.

What we define as context is essentially similar to the concept of “objectile” by Deleuze

and Cache. Instead of seeing the design as a solid object, we believe that the design is

a context that is subject to change and may engender infinite final forms that although

are different, but all bear similar visual patterns or signs that show they belong  to the

same family or have stemmed from the same design language. Following experiments

rest on this concept.

- Experiment 1 (2D Portraits)

Unlike the previous experiment where the context was undetermined, in experiment 1,

we used a portrait as the design context of our 2D drawings. The idea is that the

drawing style is subject to change in real time. In a linear design, the context image is
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first divided into points, then the linetype is selected upon which the toolpath will be

created. In a static offline workflow, every line of the toolpath is sent to the robot at the

same time and the final image is drawn in a single style (Figures 5 and 6).

Figure 5 : Linear design strategy towards the portrait drawing.
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Figure 6 : The portrait drawn in a single style by the robot

In an interactive non-linear workflow, the designer would be able to make instantaneous

decisions and change the drawing style. Therefore, for each point in the list of all of the

context points, a decision needs to be made immediately when it is about to be drawn.

This decision is communicated with the robot by showing ArUco markers to the camera

(putting it on the table anywhere within the view angle of the camera). Four ArUco

markers are designated for each of the four predefined line types. (Figure 7). The setup

is very similar to experiment 0 in using an IRB 120, a camera and ArUco markers.

However, we do not need to compute space and the ArUco markers are just the

interaction mediators.

Figure 5 exhibits the non-linear generative drawing process and the real-time adaptation

of the drawing style. Notice how the designer has decided to use different line styles for

different parts of the portrait, wavy hair style, curvy glasses, zigzag jacket and simple

straight lines for the face. This is an example of a robotic collaboration with human
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agency, showing how it would be possible to design an adaptable robotic system that

can help us think and prototype while making.

In experiments 0 and 1, we mainly used Machina Grasshopper for representation

purposes, as Rhino3D and Grasshopper3D offer a nice platform to visually observe the

process and detect the possible flaws of the code. However, the back and forth between

different software programs negatively affected the speed of code execution. In

experiments 2 through 6, we decided on only using python and sending the code

directly to the robot by the Machina-python library.
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Figure 7 : Data flow diagram of the interactive design workflow

Figure 8 : Process and final result of the interactive portrait drawing

- Experiment 2 (3D Light Drawing)

In experiments 2 through 4, the setup consists of an ABB IRB 120 robotic arm, a

camera, a desktop laptop as the processing unit, an iphone, and a light source. The

interaction happens through gesture recognition by the camera. In response, the robot

moves and updates its toolpath in real-time. The light source is the drawing tool and is

installed at the end-effector of the robot. As the robot moves, the mobile phone records

the trace of light with long-exposure videography and photography. Therefore, the final

artifact is a photo/video of a 3D drawing. We used “Light”, an iOS application for this
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purpose. This technique is often referred to as robotic light printing in the computational

design and architecture realm.

Figure 9 : System setup used in experiments 2, 3 and 4

We used the PoseNet model to do the pose recognition. The PoseNet model takes a

processed camera image as the input and outputs information about key points. As

PoseNet uses a pre-trained model for pose detection, the coordinates of key points can

be obtained within a short time, enabling its applications in interactive human-machine

interaction. The PoseNet model can identify 17 body joints, e.g. key points: nose, eyes,

ears, shoulders, elbows, wrists, hips, knees, and ankles, and returns two coordinates for

each one. We only used the relative position of the two wrist joints for this experiment.
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Figure 10: Left: context toolpath divided into points, Right: the y and z position of the points (in
robot’s world space) is affected by the relative position difference of the designer’s wrist joints

Figure 11: Different levels and positions of interaction
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Figure 12: Phenomena and materiality

- Experiment 3 (3D Light Printing)

In experiment 3, we use the 3D layered toolpath of ”Utah teapot” as design context.
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Figure 13: Left: Utah teapot in layers as the context toolpath, Right: the y and z scale of each
layer in relation to the red point is subject to change by the relative position difference of the two
wrist joints

Figure 14 Left: Utah teapot in layers and divided into points as the context toolpath, Right: the y
and z scale of each point in relation to the red point is subject to change by the relative position
difference of the two wrist joints
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Figure 15: Design process and result of the context teapot and two aforementioned intervention
strategies

Figure 16: Results of experiment 3
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- Experiment 4 (Shape Combination)

For experiment 4, we decided to use three basic geometric shapes, circle, square and

triangle for our drawings. SAdditionally, simple geometric shapes allow us to easily track

the robot motion accuracy, evaluate performance and make speculations about possible

flaws in the system.We used the relative position of the six following joints: wrists,

elbows, and shoulders for our gesture recognition model.

Figure 17: shape and corresponding gesture definition

At the beginning of each drawing the robot is moved to an arbitrary starting position and

the TCP (tool center point) speed is set. We set the start point to(350, 100 ,400) mm in

the robot's coordinates and the speed to 30 mm/sec and kept these settings unchanged

throughout the experiments.
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Depending on the perceived gesture, the robot makes the next relative movement. The

dotted line in Figure 17 shows the start, end and drawing direction of each shape. Each

shape is made of smaller parts. These sections are represented with white dots on the

lines. The corresponding black arrows show the relative movement vector that the robot

traverses along to go to the next position. The drawing of a new shape can start where

a movement is completed, e.g. at the white dot positions.

The movement vectors associated with each shape are listed below:

circle = [(-0.019,-0.195),(-0.056,-0.187),(-0.092,-0.172),...,(0.0192,-0.195)] - length: 32

square = [(-1,0),(-1,0),(0,1),(0,1),(1,0),(1,0),(0,-1),(0,-1)] - length: 8

triangle = [(-1.125,0),(-1.125,0),(0.562,0.975),...,(0.562,-0.975)] - length: 6

Figure 18 shows possible outcomes of the described drawing method. The numbers

show the start of a new shape. Shapes are color-coded for easier comprehension of the

process. We kept using the same color codes in the experiments to evaluate the

response time and the latency.
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Figure 18: possible results of our defined drawing method- left: drawing procedures,
numbering shows the start of a new shape -  right: drawing results in single color

A fourth gesture was defined as resting position, when the robot continues to do the

previous action. This pose is also used for a scenario where the designer wants to draw

the same shape in succession, as seen in the last third drawing of Figure 18, where 3

circles are drawn in succession. The gestures associated with this drawing would be: 1.

Circle, 2.Nothing, 3. Circle, 4.Nothing 5. Circle

Figure 19: Gesture definitions for shape drawing actions- from left to right: “triangle” , “circle”,
“square” and “nothing” pose

Similarly to the previous experiments, we used the PoseNet model for pose recognition.

The selection of feature representation is crucial for accurate model prediction. As our

targeting gestures varys in upper body motion, we used only 6 joints obtained from

PoseNet: left hand, left elbow, left shoulder, right hand, right elbow and right shoulder. In

this way, the dimension of the feature representation got reduced from 17 to 6, which

enables faster computation speed without sacrificing information.
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The cartesian coordinate is used in describing the position of joints. For the pose

captured at each time frame, we assume the midpoint of left and right shoulders to be

the zero point P0(x0,y0), and translate all joints to our local coordinates using Pi= Pi -

P0. Compared to setting nose or eyes as zero points, the current selection does not add

an additional dimension increase in feature space. Besides, we found that joints on the

face may be blocked by hands during movement, which were not ideal to be set as zero

points.

We initially used a deterministic model for identifying the human designer gesture. The

algorithm checked for the four angle measurements of wrist-elbow and elbow-shoulder

vectors with the vertical direction on each side and decided if they match with the

predefined criteria for gesture definition.

The rule is as follows:

- Triangle: 25<Angle(wrist-elbow vector and vertical vector)<55 and

135<Angle(elbow-shoulder vector and vertical vector)<165

- Circle:  0<Angle(wrist-elbow vector and vertical vector)<50 and

30<Angle(elbow-shoulder vector and vertical vector)<65

- Square: 0<Angle(wrist-elbow vector and vertical vector)<25 and

80<Angle(elbow-shoulder vector and vertical vector)<120

Anything other than these was defined as the ‘rest’ or ‘nothing’ gesture. A major flaw

with this definition is that it does not leave much room for how differently  people might
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perform the same pose. To overcome this, we then switched to using the KNN algorithm

and added a fourth “northing” gesture.

The K-Nearest Neighbours (KNN) classifier was used to further improve the gesture

recognition model. We created a dataset with 777 pictures by filming two people with

three background scenarios. The dataset consists of 197 circle gestures, 189 triangle

gestures, 209 square gestures , and 182 “nothing” gestures. The pictures were manually

labeled as ‘c’, ‘t’, ‘s’, and ‘n’. The dataset was then splitted to train and test the model

with the testing data size ranging from 20% to 80% of the dataset. Figure 20 plots the

testing accuracy as a function of the number of K near neighbours. It can be seen that a

number of K = 1, 2, 3 gave an accuracy of more than 97%. In the interactive experimental

testing with robots, all datasets were used as the training set and the number of nearest

neighbors was chosen to be 3.

Figure 20: Model accuracy as a function of the number of neighbours K
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Figure 21: Final results of experiment 4
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- Experiment 5 (Synchronization and Task Completion)

In experiment 5, we added a second ABB IRB 120 to the system to explore the

opportunities that real-time interaction presents in scenarios where multiple robotic

agents work together towards a certain goal.

Figure 22: The setup for the collaborative light drawing. Right hand of the designer controls the
speed of the robot on the right and their left hand controls the left robot’s speed
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Figure 23: Lissajou curve as the design context. The parameter of change is the robot speed. In
case of no interaction, each robot will contribute equally to the task.

Three of the final results are shown in Figure 23.

Figure 24: Final results of the experiment showing different contribution levels in completing the
task of light drawing of the Lissajou curve

After fully understanding the different aspects of the interactive workflows in single or

multiple robotic workflows using light printing, we decided to expand our findings in

fabrication of 3D elements. Therefore, in the last two experiments, we explore two

modes of 3D fabrication, one subtractive and one additive.
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- Experiment 6 (Fabrication test 1 - Foam Cutting)

In experiment 6, we use two robots, each one holding one end of a wire that will be

heated up to cut foam blocks. We first test the setup and the synchronization of robot

movements to cut based on a predefined toolpath by applying no interaction. In the

interactive setup, the cut surface geometry is subject to change. by making changes in

real time to operation speed of each robotic arm

Figure 25: Two robots holding the ends of the hot wire cutter move in synchronization.

Figure 26: Two robots follow along the same tool path at each end, and the designer is able to
change  the temperature of the hot wire cutter and each robot’s speed using their gesture.
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Figure 27: Final results of interactive cooperative foam cutting

- Experiment 7 (Fabrication test 2 -Clay DJ)

In the final experiment, we implement interactivity in clay 3D printing. We ran two sets of

experiments. The initial tests were simple cylindrical extrusions with preset design

strategies for each layer of extrusion as part of the Robosense 3.0 paper. Building upon

those learning, we then implemented the interactive 3D print method in real-time design

and making of a set of ornamental cylindrical bricks.

The following is from Robosense 3.0 paper:

To achieve effective error handling and implement real time design decisions after print

start, we introduce a novel Python based Grasshopper component DYNPath. This

component functions in conjunction with Machina and Machina bridge (Garcia del
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Castillo y, 2019) to effectively send motion commands to the extruder system. Within a

non-interactive system, a print toolpath is sent to RobotStudio or Machina as an

immutable list of point frames. The point frames in this list are then consecutively

executed. In contrast, in a real-time platform that enables active design decision or error

handling (Figure 28) each point frame must be sent individually after the execution of

the previous point has been completed. Within the workflows implemented in DYNPath,

the code execution starts when the TCP (Nozzle Tip) is placed at the start point of the

toolpath (pi). The execution of each consecutive point is started after a set amount of

time calculated through t0 = distance between point frames/TCP speed. In other words,

after time t0 is passed the next point (pi+1) is sent to MACHINA to be executed. However,

the location, height, or other parameters pertaining to pi+1 or any point after that can be

altered within the duration of t0 .

DYNPath component has the inputs “initial point (i0)” and “toolpath points”. The input

commands “offset curve”, “translate x”, “translate y”, “translate z”, and “TCP speed”

control those respective parameters of a point frame. An important point within the

functionality of this script is that each point is linked to all the points within its respective

layer. Thus an alteration to a point through the “translate x” input, for instance, would

affect all the points in that respective layer in the same manner, thereby translating the

entire layer toolpath (curve) in the x direction (Figure 28). These input commands can

be adjusted by the designer at any time via Grasshopper. As such, the list of execution

points, namely the output “send point” is constantly updated in the digital environment

based on designer choice. This update then materializes through the implemented
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real-time execution. A range of extrusion tests are designed to showcase the range of

possibilities afforded to the designer community through real time implementation of the

DYNPath component (Figure 29).

Figure 28: Workflow diagram of collaborative toolpathing demonstrating possibilities of real time
decision making such as layering offsetting, layer translation in the XYZ directions and TCP
speed.

“Robotics in design and architecture are becoming increasingly involved with uncertain

tasks within more complex and dynamic contexts.”(XX et al, 2018). Because uncertainty

and errors are widespread with paste deposition based additive manufacturing of clay,

embedding workflows of real-time error handling have significant promise in both
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increasing the success and fidelity of prints. We present our solution as an open source

component that can be adjusted to any system that uses a six-axis robotic arm to

accommodate needs of the designer-maker community and to make this accessible to

broader and diverse audiences.

Figure 29: Workflow diagram of designed experiments demonstrating the range of prototyping
possibilities that make effective use of DYNPath in real time.

Figures 30 and 31 show the real-time control of print properties and its successful

implementation and utilization amidst printing.
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Figure 30: Experimental results of collaborative intervention to the print toolpath. Each
demonstrated experiment is started out with the same “predetermined” toolpath as shown in
control. Without intervention the final extrusion is as demonstrated in row 1. However through
implementation of DYNPath, one can send the same predetermined toolpath and alter it
throughout the print process to create demonstrated interactive designs (rows 1-3)
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Figure 31: Results of possible error handling and design interventions possible through
DYNPath. The control prototypes demonstrate the condition in which error handling, or
interactive design decision are not implemented as compared to interventions where DYNPath
is utilized.

End of Robosense 3.0

For these simple initial experiments, we created and implemented a Grasshopper

component using python and made changes to the design properties by changing slider

values directly in the Grasshopper environment. For the final design and fabrication of

the aforementioned bricks, we used a MIDI controller as the interaction mediator. The
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MIDI controller is easy to use and is suitable for design situations where there are

multiple parameters that can be changed.

The design context, like in the previous set of experiments, is a cylinder. Unlike the

previous experiments where only one parameter was changed at the start of the next

layer, this time changes are made to all of the parameters, including layer offset in the

xy plane, layer translation in the x, y, and z location and the TCP speed at different

points within the layer.

Four bricks were printed, with a design strategy that they can be stacked on top of each

other to create a column or multiple column-like structures. For that reason, as the

designer, we made sure that the first and last layer of all of the parts are the same size.

This was easy to implement using the MIDI controller as we could set the minimum and

maximum knob rotation to our desired radius of the first and last layer.

Figure 32: Four printed cylindrical bricks
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Figure 33: Different stacking combinations of the printed bricks

Figure  33: A sketch of possible combinations of multiple ornamental columns
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Discussion

Digital impromptu manifests how we can use CAM machines to reunite design and

fabrication in current digital practices and to bring back aspects of artisanal spontaneity

while staying committed to the design idea and machine precision. We managed to

showcase different possibilities of applying this design thinking method and the

generative results through 8 sets of experiments. However, there is still more to explore

and add to.

Although most experiments were conducted in a free boundary-less 3D light printing

space, we successfully used the system to introduce novelty to design in two examples

of real-time fabrication: one additive and one subtractive. However, there is plenty of

room for further exploration in fabrication processes, as each system has many limiting

factors that should be considered in the code in comparison to a 3D drawing.

Including the processing unit as a consultant or suggestive entity in the decision making

process to complete the whole loop is a possible next step. Processing capability of

computers for solving intense problems in a fraction of a second can be extremely

useful to help the designer come up with the next immediate design decision or to

prevent the designer from making exceedingly bad decisions.
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Conclusion

This thesis introduces a novel approach towards real-time design and making with

robotic arms and interacting with them as design companions rather than merely

fabrication tools. Eight sets of experiments were conducted to explore the possibilities of

our design system and thinking methodology in different design scenarios: two 2D

drawings, two 2D light drawings, two 3D light printings, one 3D subtractive fabrication,

and one additive 3D printing. We used different modes of real-time interaction with

regards to design requirements such as fiducial markers, gesture recognition and a

MIDI controller.

The research portrays how an interactive human-robotic system can be implemented in

different design scenarios with regards to specific design goals and material

considerations. Digital impromptu combines the advantages of digital thinking and

digital fabrication machines with the artisanal handmade creations that involve material

exploration at every step of the design process.

.
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